ADVISORY & DIGITAL

SOFT STRATEGY DIGITAL SERVICE LINE

SW &
SOLUTIONS
TESTING
We support clients in the application testing phase and have solid experience in the
ICT sector and by implementing the main supporting technologies.

OVERVIEW

KEY BENEFITS

Thanks to the expertise gained in contexts of great industrial

The experience and expertise given, allow our customers to

importance we are able to assist customers in all of testing

structure, even from scratch, a factory testing of all sizes,

phases, from planning to execution, from tuning to bug ﬁxing,

both in service mode c/o customer site or remote c/o our

working closely with the Development and Exercise facilities.

oﬃces.

SERVICE KEYWORDS
#TESTING #ISTQB #FACTORY #TUNING #BUGFIXING

DATA ANONYMIZATION
In an environment characterized by strong evolutions the Data Privacy is a pillar of credibility of the
added-value service providers. ICT is structured in various ways, including Data Masking in which Soft
Strategy has deep knowledge.

OVERVIEW

KEY BENEFITS

The ICT data anonymization is the most common solution to

Through this service our customers will continue to

make anonymous the sensitive data contained in typical DB in

use data in development and testing environment,

developing and testing environments, and allow their use in line

as for legal regulation.

with the provisions of regulation.

The solution we oﬀer is strong and ﬂexible to adapt to

Our technological expertise and regulations allow to respond to

diﬀerent technological and dimensional context.

this need in a dynamic and ﬂexible way.

SERVICE KEYWORDS
#DATAMASKING #PRIVACY #COMPLIANCE

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
We are specialized in the design and building multi-platform end-to-end applications,
and 'Mobile' development for iOS and Android.

OVERVIEW

KEY BENEFITS

We develop end-to-end multi-device applications on diﬀerent

We oﬀer our customers a wide range of integrated

technological platforms, in particular Microsoft .NET

capabilities into a single centre of excellence, capable of

Framework and SAP.

managing software development projects with medium to

We have a strong know-how on responsive graphics concept

high complexity.

design, solid knowledge in HTML5 and JavaScript and main

We have strong experience in the development of

Open Source CMS, promoting the use of the practice 'Agile

technology platforms "traditional" best of breed and the

programming'.

main innovative stack for web development
multiplatform.

SERVICE KEYWORDS
#DEV #UI/UX #.NET #SAP #AGILEPROGRAMMING

ESRI GIS
We design and build enterprise architectures on ESRI GIS platform, to manage
geodatabase and their related operations.

OVERVIEW

KEY BENEFITS

Our group is specialized in ESRI technology and provide

We provide a valuable contribution in diﬀerent

skills on design and development of GIS applications in

vertical markets, analysing at best necessary information

Web, Mobile, Server and Desktop environments.

to understand data, patterns and trends relevant for all

We create geodatabase, backend architecture for publishing

customers who use analysis and sharing data tools on

map services, server conﬁgurations and all the related

maps and geodatabases.

system integration activities.

SERVICE KEYWORDS
#GIS #ESRI #ARCGIS #GEODATABASE #MOBILEGIS #WEBGIS

TECHNICAL PM

We are specialized in assisting our clients in the operational management of the projects
from the feasibility study stage and kick-oﬀ to go-live.

OVERVIEW

KEY BENEFITS

We operate as an interface with internal customer

We guarantee a centralized governance of initiatives,

resources at diﬀerent levels, with the consultants and

keeping the project portfolio aligned with the evolving

technical people involved (analyst, developer, system

strategies of our customers, on-time and on-budget

engineer) in the solution implementation.

delivery, improving communication between the
project team and stakeholders.

SERVICE KEYWORDS
#PMO #KICK-OFF #GO-LIVE #BUDGET #DELIVERYONTIME
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